(0.06 ( x 10.70) are analyzed through the t w r a t u r e dependence of the maqnetic susceptibility. ZZle low-temprature Curie-Yeiss constant exhibits a strong concentration 2eAt5endence on the S i rich side t o undergo a sharp ninim around x = 0.28, suggesting an abrupt change of the local symmetry about the Ce ions for t h i s composition.
Bulk magnetic properties of ~r p h o u s alloys have been shwon t o be sensitive i n m 1 7 cases t o the atomic-scale arrangement /1/. In particular, the low-teqerature r a F etization together with the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility m p a r m g n e t i c alloys containing rare earths (RE) elements can be strongly affected. by the crystal-field (CF) energy level scheme. I n the case of heavy RE with large J values, the CF effects can be aaLpproximated by the random uniaxial anisotropy M e 1 /2/. Bu.t, for RE with smll J values, the non-axial mmpments of the CF quadratic 9amil-tonian have to be taken into account /3/. In t h i s l a t t e r case, it is p s s i b l e t o gain SOIW insight about the local qmetry a b u t the RE ions i n an mrphoous m t r i x through the analysis of the bulk magnetization 2ata /4/.
From the analysis of the low-temperature magnetization and of the tempratwe d e wdence of the susceptjl)ility, one can obtain i n principle a rough characterization of the CF energy level scheme for a RE ion. Amng the elements of in2ormation t h a t can be readily gained are n m l y : i) the nature of the ground s t a t e haracterized by its saturation nmment and its effect i v e m e n t , ii) an estimate of the energy gap between the ground s t a t e and the f i r s t excited states, iii) an estimate of the overall CF splitting.
From such information, the local symwtry i t s e l f cannot be readily determined. But by f o l l w i n g the concentration dependence of these parameters, one can expect t o det e c t i n a family of amorphous alloys any change i n local symmetry as a function of composition.
iqe report here on a study of CF effects i n mrphous Cex Sil-x alloys (0.06 ( x (C.70) through bulk magnetization neaswements. These alloys are suitable for such an investigation for the fOllcwing reasons : i) the Ce ions were shown by X-ray absorption edge measurerrents to be purely trivalent within the whole concentration range i n the arrorphous s t a t e / 5 / , ii) the magnetic ordering temperatures are low enough for the exchange effects to be negligible above 20 K, as w i l l be discussed along l a t e r .
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Amrphous Cex Sil-, alloys were produced by co-evaporation onto liquid N2 ccoled substrates under ultra-high vacuun?. The mrphous nature of the films was ensured by electron microsco~. Other d-etails conceminq the samples can be found in a previous report /6/.
Magnetic measurements were perfomred between 1.6 and 400 K i n raximal field 50 kG.
Apropriate corrections were made for the substrate and for the protecting Si film.
I11 -RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In good agreement with our X-ray absorption edge ~~~asurements, no trace of valence admixture for Ce was found in our magnetic data above 1.6 K in all the mrphous Cex Sil-x alloys we investigated, including within the concentration region where the crystalline Ce Si2 cxmpmd exhibits a Kondo-lattice t-ype behaviour / 7 / . The trivalent character of Ce ions in mrphous Ce Si2 a t variance with the non-magnetic behaviour of Ce in crystalline Ce Si2 is illustrated on fig. 1 by the magnetization versus field a t 4.2 K. A typical experimental curve for the temperature dependence of the i n i t i a l susceptibil i t y is shown on fig. 2 . This m e can be divided into three parts. The Raw-tempehcLtWte part for alloys with x 2 0.35 i s dominated by exchange effects. Indeed, these alloys undergo a lm-temperature spin-glass type of transition, as illustrated on fig. 3 . The origin of the lcwtemperature upturn of the susceptibility for more dilut e alloys is not clearly identified. It might be due to some other RE inpurities in the cerium. The kigh-.tempcmtuhe p d of the susceptibility progressively approaches the ionic value, but without reaching it even a t 400 K. This clearly indicates that the CF overall splitting in this family of alloys i s anmlously high. Finally, the temperature dependence of the susceptibility within the medium-tempma;twte nunge is of the Curie-:.Jeiss type, yielding a Curie-Weiss mnstant which characterizes the ground state. 5) . A corn position effect can be also detected on the temperature range where the lwtemperature Curie-Weiss law holds. This temperature range is about 100 K for the alloys with x 20.40 ; it decreases d m t o 50 K for x = 0.28 t o remain constant and equal t o 50 K for m r e dilute alloys. As stated above, such a temperature range yields an indication on the energy gap between the ground state and the f i r s t excited states. This gap i s found t o be large, in agreement with the high value speculated for the CF overa l l splitting. On the other hand, the change for this gap observed around x = 0.28 together with the minimum for the lootemperature Curie-Weiss constant suggest a change i n the local synnnetry occurring for this c a p s i t i o n . It can be also noted that an extrapolation of the temperature for the spin-glass transition versus Ce content ( fig. 6 ) yields a concentration close to x = 0.30. EXAFS measurements on C e i n a.Ceo.28Sio.72 andon alloys on both sides of t h i s camposit i~n are in progress i n order t o characterize the change in the local order around x = 0.28. This change is not likely to be related with the mtal-non eta1 transition occurring around x = 0.15 according t o our r e s i s t i v i t y measurements. bbre likely, t h i s change could be related with the local order of the crystalline C e Si2 comp3und,the stoichiometry of which is under investigation (K. A. GSCHNEIDNER, private cammication) 
IV -CONCLUSION
A study of CF effectsthrough bulk magnetic measurements s h w evidence for a drastic change i n local symnetry occurring around x = 0.28 i n amorphous Cq, Sil, alloys.
Further local measurements are clearly needed t o properly characterize this change. Meanwhile, t h i s clearly i l l u s t r a t e s the a b i l i t y of magnetic measurements as a tool of investigation for the local order in amorphous alloys beyond the 19DF information obtained by standard diffraction techniques.
